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Understanding the US High Yield Market 
 

Before we dive into the aspects of the US High Yield market, it is good to first define what a High 
Yield bond is. 

What is a High-Yield Bond? 
A high-yield bond is a high paying coupon bond with a lower credit rating than investment-grade 
corporate bonds, Treasury bonds and municipal bonds (see below investment grade). Because of 
the higher risk of default, these bonds have a higher yield and pay a higher coupon than 
investment grade bonds. 
Those issuers considered to have a greater risk of defaulting on interest or principal repayments 
are rated below investment grade (see Chart 1). These issuers must therefore pay higher coupons 
to attract investors to buy their bonds. 
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Lower correlation with equity than you would think. 

While High Yield bonds can provide equity like returns, they are less correlated to equity than you 
would expect. High Yield bonds, like equity are strongly linked to the business results and 
fundamentals of the companies they represent. Their credit spreads, the extra yield that high-yield 
bonds offer versus similar government bonds, tend to move in the opposite direction from interest 
rates. Spreads go downs when rates go up and spreads go up when rates go down, resulting in a 
cousin and as a result a lower volatility and correlation vs equity, but with equity like returns.  

The fact that credit spreads, tend to move in the opposite direction from interest rates also makes 
High Yield bonds less sensitive to interest rates, which is the biggest risk for many investment-
grade bonds. 

 

 

*Down markets include: 8/31/2000-10/9/2002; 10/10/2007-03/07/2009; 7/20/2011-9/30/2011; 8/17/2015-2/10/2016 
*Up markets include: 10/10/2002-10/10/2007; 37/2009-7/20/2011; 9/30/2011-8/17/2015; 2/10/2016-7/31/2018 
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What kind of companies issue high yield bonds? 

The current high yield market is quite different than when the first High Yield bonds got their 
definition, as in the past(~1980) High Yield Bonds were seen as fallen angels bonds due to 
belonging to former investment grade companies that had been downgraded below investment 
grade, or to simply finance mergers and acquisitions or leveraged buyouts. 

Today, much high yield debt is used for general corporate purposes, such as financing capital 
needs or consolidating and paying down bank lines of credit. Mainly focused in the U.S. through 
the 1980s and 1990s, the high yield sector has since grown significantly around the globe in terms 
of issuance, outstanding securities and investor interest. It large, broad diversified and liquid asset 
class with over 2000 USD in outstanding bonds.  
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Ability to provide equity like returns with half the risk? 

Since January 1994, stocks have produced an annualized return of 9.1% and High Yield bonds a 
return of 6.9%. While the return for High Yield bonds are a solid 2% lower than equity returns, High 
Yield bonds show a much lower volatility than equity. 

 

This makes High Yield Bonds a good diversifier with a better return/risk ratio than most asset 
classes.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The graph above is of the last 15 years(as of 31-8-2019). 
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What kind of risks do High Yield/below investment grade bonds face? 

With the term below investment grade, many would think these kind of bonds have a significant 
more risk. 
However US High Yield bonds have only lost money in 6 of the last 39 years. Longest complete 
recovery from a down year was 1 year 8 months, compared to a much longer recovering period for 
equities. 
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Next to that, defaults for US High Yield bonds are lower than one would expect, especially when 
managed actively through a manager. In the graph below we show default percentages and 
recovery rates of the benchmark and Strategic Income Management (SIM, an active US HY 
manager).  

Year 
SiM Default 

(%) 
US HY Default 

(%) 
SiM Recovery Rate 

(%) 
US HY Recovery Rate 

(%) 

2019 LTM 0.00% 2.54% NA 36.23% 

2018 0.00% 2.00% NA 39.80% 

2017 0.00% 1.30% NA 52.55% 

2016 0.00% 3.57% NA 31.10% 

2015 1.04% 1.80% 80.00% 25.19% 

2014 0.00% 2.90% NA 48.05% 

2013 1.34% 0.70% 14.00% 52.74% 

2012 0.00% 1.30% NA 53.23% 

2011* 0.00% 1.70% NA 48.56% 

Avg. 0.28% 1.86% 42.8% 43.6% 

Index data utilizes JPM statistics 
*Since Inception 

 

How is the liquidity of US High Yield bonds? 

While the liquidity US High Yield bonds is lower than stocks, the US High Yield bond market is 
liquid and large. In just the US there are over $1.7 trillion High Yield bonds issued, and: 

• 80% of high yield bond issuers with equity outstanding have a market capitalization of over 
$1 Billion 

• >60% of high yield companies are public companies 
• 56% of all rated companies by S&P in the US are high yield 

o 13% of rated S&P 500 companies are high yield 
o 51% of rated S&P Mid Cap 400 are high yield 
o 80% of S&P SmallCap 600 companies are high yield  

• Trades in all US listed high yield companies are reported to a public exchange TRACE 
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Active or passive exposure to the US High Yield Market? 
 
While passive exposure solutions like ETF’s often provide easy access and exposure to asset 
classes like equity, it is often not the case for asset classes within fixed income like High Yield 
bonds.  

The US High Yield benchmark (ICE BofAML US High Yield Index) is hard to replicate passively, 
these are the reasons; 

• Expensive to trade, wide bid-ask spreads hinder rebalancing efforts. 
• Hard to trade in small lot sizes (under $100,000 is considered an odd lot in high yield and 

will require a discount in most cases). 
• Tightly held issues are difficult to purchase and hard to move in and out of.    
• ICE BofAML US High Yield Index has 2,000 issues forcing passive managers to purchase 

only a portion of the index. 
• Passive approaches can bring unintended exposures, such as increased rate sensitivity or 

exposure to the most indebted companies. 

Resulting in structurally underperforming ETF’s, especially when there is stress in the market. ETF’s 
are than forced to sell a portion of all names in portfolio, including the least liquid names. This 
needs to take place in a short period of time, resulting in selling at an even larger discount than 
was required before.  

 


